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Uncertainties in exposure assessment have
implications for risk characterisation, risk
assessment and risk management
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What is uncertainty?

Source: http://www.daserste.de/wetter



What is Uncertainty?
• Exposure assessment: Lack of knowledge regarding the 

influential factors and the true exposure (e.g., 
regarding true value for any individual or for 
population average) 

• Exposure results: Likelihood that exposure will be 
above or below a particular level

• Uncertainty should be separated 
from variability which is the true 
heterogeneity in a population C
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Uncertainty analysis in exposure assessment

• Sources of uncertainties

• Tiered approach of uncertainty 
analysis

• Communication of uncertainty

• Guidance documents published by 
IPCS & EFSA



Uncertainty analysis – the WHO/IPCS approach

• Uncertainty Analysis has been introduced for exposure 
assessment purpose

• The WHO/IPCS report deals with uncertainties in 
exposure assessment

• Uncertainties in exposure assessment have 
implications for risk characterization, risk assessment 
and risk communication

• 10 Principles of uncertainty analysis have been 
derived



Uncertainty analysis - Sources
• Scenario uncertainty

Uncertainty in specifying the exposure scenario that is 
consistent with the scope and purpose of the assessment

• Parameter/Input uncertainty
Uncertainty involved in the specification of numerical values for 
the factors that determine the exposure (point values or 
distributions)

• Model uncertainty
Uncertainty due to gaps in scientific knowledge that hamper an 
adequate capture of the correct causal relations between exposure 
factors

Examples scenario uncertainty
• Lack of prior knowledge of coffee as an important 

source of acrylamide exposure
• Lack of consideration of the dermal pathway in 

the assessment of exposure to insecticide sprays
• Lack of consideration of dust as an important 

carrier in the assessment of a non-volatile 
• ingredient of a home insecticide
• Characterization of room air concentrations 

without consideration of air exchange

Examples model uncertainty
• Expression of a linear relation by taking an 

exponential term
• Using a model that was developed to estimate 

exposure to pesticides when spraying plants indoors
to describe an outdoor situation

• Simple versus complex model
• Failure to account for body weight and breathing 

volume

Examples parameter uncertainty
• Using e.g. data from a diet history protocol for

acute exposures
• Nutrition survey not designed for risk assessment
• Non-consideration of representativity
• Insufficient number of cases in a study
• Extrapolation of data from some member states 

to the entire community
• Surrogate data
• Expert judgement



Tiers for Addressing Uncertainty (WHO)

• Tier 0: Default assumptions-single 
value of result 

Scenario: low uncertainty
Model: Medium uncertainyt
Inputs: high uncertainty
Overal: medium uncertainty

Applying default uncertainty
factors reveal concern

• Tier 1 (IPCS & EFSA): 
Qualitative - systematic identification 
and characterization of uncertainties

• Tier 2 (IPCS & EFSA): 
Deterministic UA-bounding values, 
interval analysis, sensitivity analysis

• Tier 3: (IPCS & EFSA)
Probabilistic assessments

outcome



The Three-Dimensional Characteristics of Uncertainty 
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The “level of uncertainty” is
essentially an expression of the 
degree the uncertainty, seen from
the assessors’ perspective

Adequacy of the available knowledge base
• data quality? 
• Existing controversies and weaknesses in the 

knowledge base
• Most significant bottlenecks?
• Consequences of these bottlenecks

Insight into the choice processes of the
exposure assessors
• choice space,
• intersubjectivity among peers and among

stakeholders, 
• influence of situational limitations
• sensitivity of choices to the analysts’ interests

influence of choices on results.



Deterministic analysis of combinations of input
parameters (pre-stage of probabilistic analysis)



Mapping Input Distributions to 
Output Distributions
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DRAFT: Guidance Document on Characterizing and Communicating Uncertainty of Exposure Assessment. IPCS/WHO 2006 (in preview / peer review until Febr. 23th 2007)



Presentation of uncertainty analysis results

Uncertainties assessed at Tier 1 (qualitative) 
• Uncertainty results should be presented understandable and transparent together with

an indication of their direction and magnitude. 
Uncertainties assessed at Tier 2 (deterministic) 
• Generate alternative point estimates for exposure depending on the particular methods
• Demonstrate the sensitivity of particular inputs on the results and justify the 

alternative quantitative estimates
Uncertainties assessed at Tier 3 (probabilistic) 
• Probability density functions show the relative probability of different values;
• Cumulative distributions show the probability of values below any given level;
• Inverse cumulative distributions show the probability of values above any given level
• Summary statistics, e.g. mean or median estimates for the 97.5th percentile exposure 

together with one or more confidence intervals (e.g. 75%, 90%, 95% or 99% intervals; 
ranges of the exposures).



10 Principles of Uncertainty Analysis
1 Uncertainty analysis should be an integral part of exposure assessment.
2 The objective and level of detail of the uncertainty analysis should be based on a tiered approach 

and be consistent with the overall scope and purpose of the exposure and risk assessment.
3 Sources of uncertainty and variability should be systematically identified and evaluated in the 

exposure assessment
4 The presence or absence of moderate to strong dependencies between inputs is to be discussed and 

appropriately accounted for in the analysis
5 Data, expert judgment, or both should be used to inform the specification of uncertainties for 

scenarios, models, and inputs
6 Sensitivity analysis should be an integral component of the assessment.  The results of sensitivity 

analysis should be used iteratively as part of the exposure variability an uncertainty assessment to 
help prioritize the development of quantitative estimates of variability, uncertainty, or both. 

7 Uncertainty analyses for exposure assessment should be documented fully and systematically in a 
transparent manner

8 The results of the assessment should be subject to an evaluation process that may include peer 
review, model comparison, quality assurance, or comparison to relevant data or dependent 
observations.

9 Where appropriate to an assessment objective, exposure assessments should be iteratively refined 
over time to incorporate new data, information, and methods in order to reduce uncertainty and 
improve the characterization of variability.

10 Communication of the results of exposure assessment uncertainties to the different stakeholders 
should reflect the different needs of the audience in a transparent and understandable manner

1 Uncertainty analysis should be an integral part of exposure assessment.
2 The objective and level of detail of the uncertainty analysis should be based on a tiered approach 

and be consistent with the overall scope and purpose of the exposure and risk assessment.
3 Sources of uncertainty and variability should be systematically identified and evaluated in the 

exposure assessment  
4 The presence or absence of moderate to strong dependencies between inputs is to be discussed and 

appropriately accounted for in the analysis .
5 Data, expert judgment, or both should be used to inform the specification of uncertainties for 

scenarios, models, and inputs.
6 Sensitivity analysis should be an integral component of the assessment.  The results of sensitivity 

analysis should be used iteratively as part of the exposure variability an uncertainty assessment to 
help prioritize the development of quantitative estimates of variability, uncertainty, or both. 

7 Uncertainty analyses for exposure assessment should be documented fully and systematically in a 
transparent manner

8 The results of the assessment should be subject to an evaluation process that may include peer 
review, model comparison, quality assurance, or comparison to relevant data or dependent 
observations.

9 Where appropriate to an assessment objective, exposure assessments should be iteratively refined 
over time to incorporate new data, information, and methods in order to reduce uncertainty and 
improve the characterization of variability.

10 Communication of the results of exposure assessment uncertainties to the different stakeholders 
should reflect the different needs of the audience in a transparent and understandable manner



Conclusions – advantages of uncertainty analysis
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Uncertainty analysis
is needeed for 

hazard identification

UA gives the assessor 
the opportunity to re-evaluate 
systematically the scenario, 

model approaches 
and parameters of the analysis 

UA makes the assessment transparent

UA characterises the influence of model inputs on the 
assessment results thus giving hints for risk managers 

which measures may be most effective

UA increases credibility of the 
results of an assessment
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What is Variability?

• Certainty that different individuals have 
different age, gender, behavior, environ-
ments, anthropometrics, .. and consequently 
different exposures and risks

• Heterogeneity among members of a population 
must be taken into account



Tier 3:  1D vs. 2D Monte Carlo Results
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This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.


